CAMPUS CRIME ALERT

Alamo Colleges Police Department

In order to keep the college community informed:

Starting on January 13th, 2015 through February 5th, 2015 the Alamo Colleges Police Department has received 15 reports of coin operated machines (Coke machines) having been broken into and the cash stolen out of them.

Seven (7) of the case occurred at San Antonio College. Four (4) at Palo Alto College. Two (2) at St. Philips College and two (2) at Northwest Vista College.

The Alamo Colleges Police Department has been working with other law enforcement agencies concerning this activity. Currently across the City of San Antonio there have been over 150 reported cases of Coke machines having been broken into. UTSA, UIW, NEISD have had similar activity along with the downtown area of San Antonio having been the hardest hit by the activity.

The Alamo Colleges Police Department is requesting that all employees and students take the time to view the video and photos of the suspects in these cases which are posted to the Alamo Colleges Police Department’s Facebook page by selecting Ctl + clicking the links below. Please report any suspicious persons matching the description of the suspects by calling 485-0099 immediately. Do not try to contact or apprehend these individuals should you observe them. If possible observe them from a safe distance and obtain physical and clothing descriptions along with direction and mode of travel and report this information to the Alamo Colleges Police Department immediately.

- Suspect’s photos
- Suspect’s photos
- Suspect’s photos
- Video of suspects

Anyone who has any information is asked to contact the Alamo Colleges Police Department at (210) 485-0099 and request to speak with the assigned investigator to this case.

For additional information or updates, please log onto

http://www.alamo.edu/district/police/campus-crime-alerts/

210-485-0099 NON EMERGENCY

210-485-0911 EMERGENCY